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PROBLEM: Nugget-based evaluations require exhaustive matching of nuggets against system responses.

Nugget: the train crashed at the buffer stop

Representations in text*:
...train slammed into the end of the line...

...slammed into the end of the line...
...smash into a barrier...

...hit the barrier at the end of the platform...
...train plowed into a barrier...

*as confirmed by NIST assessors for the Temporal 
Summarization track 2013 (TS13).

Nuggets have various representations in text. Example: Given nuggets {N} and returned (pooled) sentences 
{D}, assessors need to match each nugget with every sentence.
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across topics

TS13 119.7 1,283,298

TS14 92.9 1,407,448

Matrix for candidate matches.

Match matrix size

SOLUTION: Use Continuous Active Learning for Technology-Assisted Review of candidate matches. 

EVALUATION VIA SIMULATION: Compute effort over simulated assessment interfaces for strategies. 

Nugget: the train crashed at the buffer stop

Sentence: A packed train has slammed into a barrier    at a 
Buenos Aires station, killing 49 people and injuring hundreds 
of morning commuters.

Next Match Candidate

train has slammed into a barrier

1. Present assessor with Most Likely Candidate Match pair.
2. Assessor reads sentence (effort 𝝀𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒅).
3. Assessor renders judgement (effort 𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉) including 

annotations for a positive match.
4. Assessor moves on to the next match candidate.

Sentence: A packed train has slammed into a barrier    at a 
Buenos Aires   station, killing 49 people   and injuring 
hundreds of morning commuters.

Nugget 1: 49 confirmed deaths

Nugget 2: the train crashed at the buffer stop

Nugget M: train accident in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
⋮
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Next Sentence Cover

train has slammed into a barrier

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 + 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 + 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ + (𝑀 − 1) 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ′

Train a classifier for each nugget in a topic

Score all sentences 
w.r.t each classifier

Present the highest scoring 
nugget-sentence pair for review

Present the sentence that likely matches 
multiple nuggets for review 

Review L match candidates; re-train respective 
nugget classifiers after each review decision

Review M match candidates for the sentence; 
re-train respective nugget classifiers on review

MOST LIKELY CANDIDATE
matching strategy

COVER MAXIMUM CANDIDATES
matching strategy
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